Exercise 4.0  High- and low- frequency discrimination

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say these sentences. Listen to the sentences as I say them. Do not look at my face, look at the sentences instead.

Now, I will say only one of the sentences in this set. Tell me which one, or point to the sentence I said. (The Speaker chooses which sentence to repeat.)

1  A  Paul brought all the wood home.
    B  She drinks really sweet tea.

2  A  It’s easy to see.
    B  My brother liked blue.

3  A  She is his sister.
    B  The door blew open.

4  A  Mike has milk each day.
    B  He sits in his seat.

5  A  Bob brought the ball.
    B  Sis uses the scissors.

6  A  Knock on the door.
    B  She eats the cheese.

7  A  Catch the keys!
    B  Mow the lawn!

8  A  His feet itch.
    B  Move over.

9  A  It’s easy.
    B  Oh, no.

10 A  She’s sick!
    B  No more!